
DiRT Rally 2.0
Welcome to World Esports Racing Community

WERX Championship Rulebook
This document contains all about the rules that will be applied to each driver 
of the World Esports Racing Community RX Championship. The regulations 
for this championship are intended to encourage and police the overarching 
participation and dedication of all participants. The main goal is to enforce a 
good experience for all parties involved, including organizers, drivers and 
spectators. You are free to invite your colleagues to this championship!!

Organisers:
WERC - World Esports Racing Community
Contact: info@wrcesports.com

Send a email with your questions and comments.

Index:
       Introduction
1. About the WERX Championship
2.   WERX Championship: Driving Assists
3.   WERX Championship: Standings
4.   WERX Championship: Penalties
5.   WERX Championship: Stewards panel
6.   WERX Championship: Driver Protocol

Annex 1 included

WERC channels
Web: www.wrcesports.com
Discord: Discord server
Facebook: Facebook profile
Instagram: Instagram Profile
Twitter: Twitter Account
Twitch: Twitch channel
Youtube: Youtube channel
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Introduction

Welcome to the WERC DiRT Rally 2.0 Rallycross Championship. It will be a 
separate championship for each platform (PS4, PC and XB1*). 

We are very grateful to have an excellent team of organisers, which you can 
contact if you have any WERC related questions. Please do not hesitate to 
contact your nearest organizer for any questions!

Some of the reasons for contact could be given:
• Questions related to the championship regulations
• To inform the organisation that a participant is going to miss an event (only 

those reasons that are considered very important will be studied).
• If you want to contribute with some advice or comment, so we can improve.

Registration:

A. Participants: Register in our website www.wrcesports.com in which they 
have to indicate their gaming Platform, PS4/Steam/XB1 Gamertag, Name 
and Country. After that, follow the steps to sign-up for a championship in 
their specific section.

B. Teams: Team Manager or leader has to send us an email to 
info@wrcesports.com telling us the PS4/Steam/XB1 Gamertag of each 
one of the drivers or a direct message in WERC Discord to Damian. (see 
section 1.7).

Important dates:

Of course you are free to join this championship at any moment. If the 
championship has already started you may not be able to became WERC 
champion.

Table 1: Important Dates

Important Dates Starting Date/Time (UTC) Finish Date/Time (UTC)

1st Registration 06/06/2020 - 12:00 26/06/2020 - 12:00
Publication of the list of 

participants 27/06/2020

Evaluation Races 03/07/2020 - 12:00 19/07/2020 - 12:00
Championship 24/07/2020 - 12:00 05/12/2020 - 12:00
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1. About the WERX Championship

If a platform receives more than 20 valid entry applications within the time 
limit, entires will be selected following the priority list:

Priority 1: Drivers with WERC Pro license.
Priority 2: Drivers having achieved significant results in DiRT Rally 2.0 World 
Series and other important RX tournaments (at the discretion of the WERC 
stewards).
Priority 3: all other entries will be selected according to the order in which 
they signed up.

Drivers who are not selected on the basis of the abovementioned priorities 
will be entered on a reserve list. Thus, if a driver withdraws his entry before 
the Monday (12:00pm UTC) preceding the relevant competition, the vacant 
spot will be offered to the first reserve. He/She has 24 hours to reply. If no 
reply is received the next driver on list will be offered the vacant place and so 
forth. The replacement may be carried out up until Tuesday 12:00pm UTC 
before the relevant competition.

Article 1.0 - Minimum of 10-12 and maximum 20 drivers per division.

The number of divisions/drivers might change according to the number of 
coordinators per platform.

1.1 Championship Format:
The WERX Championship consists in:
• 9 rounds with 3 phases each one: Heats, Semifinals & Final.
• 2 categories/division: 2019 Supercars [WERX 1 & WERX 2].
• Every round will be on Saturdays/Sundays at TBD.
• Standings will be available in WERC website 48-72h after the end of every 

round.
• It is a separate championship per platform (PS4, PC and XB1*).
*depends on the number of drivers

Table 2: Drivers allocation

Number of Sign ups Allocation Number of Sign ups Allocation

< 20 WERX 1 - All drivers 25 < N <= 30 WERX 1 - 14-18 drivers
WERX 2 - 12 drivers

20 WERX 1 - 20 drivers 30 < N <= 35 WERX 1 - 18-20 drivers
WERX 2 - 12-15 drivers

20 < N <= 25 WERX 1 - 10-13 drivers
WERX 2 - 10-12 drivers 35 < N <= 40 WERX 1 - 20 drivers

WERX 2 - 15-20 drivers
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1.2 Rallycross Format:

• 4 Qualifying heats per round, each in separate lobbies. The first Qualifier 
will contain a randomized grid. The remaining Qualifiers' grids will be based 
on the results of the preceding Qualifier.

• 2 Semi-Finals. The best 12 drivers from qualifying heats move to Semi-
Finals. Drivers in even positions in qualifying will compete in Semi-Final 1 
and odd positions in Semi-Final 2. Best 3 drivers of each move to the 
Final. Custom grid based on qualifying results (real format).

• Track conditions with varying weather conditions. Weather conditions 
extracted from weather forecast a few days before every event.

• Final. Custom grid based on Semi-Finals results (real format).

1.3 Pre-season race:

Prior the start of the season a race will be run to check that everything works 
and drivers know the rules.

1.4 Championship Calendar:

*DLC necessary for this locations

**WERX 2020 season will have 3 series’ champions: European, Northern 
European and International. There is only ONE World Champion at the 
end of the season. Winners of the series might be invited to WERC Race 
Of Champions (WEROC).

Table 3: Championship calendar

Location Series** Starting Date/Time (UTC) Finish Date/Time (UTC)

Spain European 25/07/2020 - 12:00 26/07/2020 - 12:00
Portugal European 08/08/2020 - 12:00 09/08/2020 - 12:00

UK Lydden Hill* European 29/08/2020 - 12:00 30/08/2020 - 12:00
Norway Northern European 12/09/2020 - 12:00 13/09/2020 - 12:00
Sweden Northern European 03/10/2020 - 12:00 04/10/2020 - 12:00
Latvia* Northern European 24/10/2020 - 12:00 25/10/2020 - 12:00
France International 14/11/2020 - 12:00 15/11/2020 - 12:00
Canada International 28/11/2020 - 12:00 29/11/2020 - 12:00

Abu Dhabi* International 05/12/2020 - 12:00 06/12/2020 - 12:00
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Time will be defined after sign up period.
1.5 Car Choice and Divisions:

A DRIVER MUST USE THE SAME CAR DURING THE CHAMPIONSHIP.

1.6 Lobby Settings:

In order to join the race lobby drivers must follow the next steps:
• Race lobby will be set up 15 minutes before event start time. 
• Coordinator will invite every participant to the lobby and they have to do it 

as quick as possible.
• When everyone is in the lobby, the event may start when the coordinator 

says so.
• If for some reason a driver retires from the session, they’ll be advised 

to stay in. Because leaving might create lag for other drivers as it 
happened on most previous games.

Table 4: Groups and Cars included
Car Class Cars Allowed

2019 Supercars

Audi S1 EKS RX Quattro - Ford Fiesta Rallycross (STARD) 
Ford Fiesta Rallycross MK8 - Ford Fiesta RXS Evo 5

Mini Cooper SX1 - Peugeot 208 WRX
Renault Sport Clio RS RX - Renault Sport Megane RS RX

Seat Ibiza RX

Table 5: Divisions
Division Cars and Licence

WERX 1 2019 Supercars - WERC Pro License

WERX 2 2019 Supercars - Drivers not qualified for WERX 1

Settings Information

Format Single race

Laps Heat: 4 
Semi-Finals & Final: 6

Weather Weather forecast

Visibility Private

Driver Assists Not allowed

Pre-race timer 60s

End-race timer 30s

Entrants Humans only

Tuning Allowed
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1.7 Team Championship:

The following are the rules which all teams have to follow:

Article 1.7.1 - A Team entry consists of 2 cars and drivers per division. 

Article 1.7.2 - All drivers of the same team MUST choose the SAME car 
within the same division. Drivers cannot transfer between new or 
affiliated teams during the championship.

2. WERX Championship: Driving Assists

These are the driving assists or driving conditions that all drivers must follow, 
if they do not want to be disqualified.

Damage: Normal

Custom/personal Setup: On

✓ indicates the allowed option X indicates the prohibited option

Table 6: Driving Assists

Assist/Mode WERX

ABS X
Automatic transmission X

Automatic windscreen wipers ✓
Exterior cameras ✓
Clutch override ✓
Launch control X

Off throttle braking X
Stability control X

Time control braking X
Traction control X
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3. WERX Championship: Standings

3.1 Point System:

The points system for all divisions is shown in the following table:

* until 25th place, that gets 19 points, 1 point step. 

The best lap during qualifying heats will determine who is first in case two or 
more drivers achieve equal times.
If two drivers are tied after the Qualifying heats, the driver with most first 
places will be placed first, following the same tiebreaker procedure as it is 
explained in section 3.2. 

Table 7: Points earned according to the final position

Position Points: 
Finals

Points: 
Semi-Finals

Points: 
Qualifying

Points: 
Heats

1 8 6 16 50
2 5 5 15 45
3 4 4 14 42
4 3 3 13 40
5 2 2 12 39
6 1 1 11 38
7 - - 10 37
8 - - 9 36
9 - - 8 35

10 - - 7 34
11 - - 6 33
12 - - 5 32
13 - - 4 31
14 - - 3 30
15 - - 2 29
16 - - 1 …*
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3.2 Championship standings:

If two or more drivers finish the championship with the same number of 
points, the higher place in the championship shall be awarded to:

I. The holder of the greatest number of first places.

II. If the number of first places is the same, the holder of the greatest 
number of second places and so on until a winner emerges.

III. If this procedure fails to produce a result, the WERC will nominate the 
winner according to such criteria as it thinks fit.

3.3 Team Championship Standings:

The points for the WERX Team Championship will be the sum of the points 
obtained in each event for the 2 drivers of each.

If two or more teams finish the championship with the same number of points, 
the final positions will be based on the same clauses described in section 
3.2.

3.4 Final Standings:

Once the championship is over, the final standings will be published. During 
the championship and after each round the provisional results and standings 
will be also published in WERC website.

3.5 Promotion/Demotion:

Drivers with less than 50% participation will demote to the lower category*. 
Over the number of drivers in one division with more than 50% participation 
rate, 10% will promote to the higher category and 10% will demote to the 
lower one. Drivers who promoted/demoted in the previous season will be 
informed before the new season start. 
 
* Only if the season allows WERC to run more than one division.
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4. WERX Championship: Penalties

Remember, if you are registered for WERX Championship, you commit 
yourself with other drivers to race for a full championship and not just a few 
rounds.

4.1 DNS / DNF / DNA:

4.1.1 DNS: Did Not Start:
Article 4.1.1 - The organisers have the right to kick drivers out of the 
championship, if they don’t participate. If a driver reaches 2 DNS, he/she 
will be kicked out of the championship. Those drivers who DNS the 
Qualifying will not be credited with any points.
*See section 4.1.3 for more information about DNS.

4.1.2 DNF: Did Not Finish:
Must remember: A DNF could happened because of a huge collision and un-
recoverably car, however it is important to have a really good finishing 
probability. Those drivers who DNF will be credited with a total of points equal 
to the points that the slowest driver would be given, less one point.

Article 4.1.2 - A deliberate crash of your car or quitting the game deliberately 
by any way, due to being angry with yourself, is not allowed.

4.1.3 DNA: Did Not Attend:
Article 4.1.3 - WERC understands that in some cases the driver can not 
attend an event due to private reasons. In those cases, the driver must 
contact the organisers by email (giving an important reason).

4.2 DSQ: Disqualified:
Article 4.2 - In addition to the expulsions described in section 4, the WERC 
reserves the right to disqualify a participant if a fraudulent game is detected 
(double account, hacks, among many others) which ruins the other 
participants. Those drivers who were disqualified («DSQ») from the 
Qualifying will not be credited with any points.

4.3 Wrong Car:
Article 4.3 - Drivers must use the same car throughout the championship. In 
the special case of teams, all members participating in a Division must use 
the same car. If you compete with a different car, the WERC will study the 
case and apply the sanction it deems appropriate —> 5 points penalty.
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4.4 Pre-season race participation:
Article 4.4 - The non-participation in the pre-season race might imply a 
penalty. This sanction will be evaluated by the WERC.

5.   WERX Championship: Stewards panel

5.1 Race Protocol:
Apart from in-game penalties, stewards (see section 5.3) will review drivers 
enquiries and apply after race penalties if they deem appropriate.

Article 5.1.1 - List of actions that will be punished apart from in game 
penalties and the abovementioned in this document:

- Not telling the coordinator on discord if a participant may not take part in 
race a few days advance.

- Being not clean (crashing, cutting corners, etc).
- Not giving others always enough room or force them off track.
- Dangerous manoeuvres when either overtaking another driver or 

defending your position.
- Off track overtake and pushing a driver out of the track to overtake. If 

the driver gains a position he/she have to give it back as soon as 
possible.

- Crash entering/exiting the joker. Driver taking the joker is the first 
responsible if there is a collision.

- Cutting corners or running wide outside the white lines. Two wheels must 
be always inside track limits (track limits include kerbs).

- Unsafe return to track in case of spin or crash.
- Not giving enough room when you are lapped.
- You are responsible of car’s action always even if your game is paused.

Article 5.1.2 - Joining WERC Discord server is mandatory for all participants. 
All drivers have to be present 15 minutes before the start of the round in 
“Waiting Room” voice channel.

Article 5.1.3 - Overreacting after an incident, shouting, name-calling and 
speaking rudely is unacceptable. If a driver does something against the rules, 
report it after the race.

Article 5.1.4 - Desynchronization might happen during any race. In that case, 
the times of the event will be the final results as shown in-game.
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5.2 Connectivity failures:

It may happen that there are connectivity failures at some point. We are not 
responsible and that may affect the dates of the championship, being these 
modified with prior notice to the users.

Article 5.2.1 - Drivers must have a stable internet connection with a ping 
lower than 100ms. If drivers connection is causing issues to other 
participants, WERC could remove the driver from the championship. Test the 
speed of your connection on https://www.speedtest.net and share it on 
Discord #werx-speedtest. Example:

Article 5.2.2 - Drivers can rejoin the lobby if they were disconnected, only 
once and the round might be restarted and it depends on WERC criteria.

Article 5.2.3 - In case of green light bug coordinators will decide if the race 
needs to be restarted or not.

5.3 Stewards’ action:

Stewards will consist of a minimum of 3 permanent and neutral people to 
who you can enquire a further investigation of an incident they didn’t see 
during the race. Drivers are allowed to contact the stewards for 24 hours after 
the race, once those hours have passed, any results and decision is final.

Drivers have to send video evidence and the video must be uploaded to 
any site as Youtube/Twitch/… Stewards have own discord chat where race 
accidents are discussed.

So that, it’s not mandatory but recording the race and share it in the specific 
channel in WERC Discord would be helpful in case of investigation and also 
to publish some content in WERC YouTube.

If a penalty is decided by the stewards, an explanation to the participant who 
gets the penalty is required by discord public message in the specific channel 
of “stewards-decisions”. Stewards have a maximum of 7 days after a race to 
give penalties to drivers.
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5.4 Time and Ban Penalties:

Article 5.4.1 - Time penalties start in 5 seconds. If there is repetition, this 
amount of extra time will be multiplied by 2, 3, 4, 5 … respectively until a 
maximum of 60 seconds.

Article 5.4.2 - Ban penalties might be applied as a result of breaking too many 
rules..

5.5 Driver Licence and Points Penalties:

A Driver’s licence has 25 points and can be deducted by stewards in case of 
incident.

6.   WERX Championship: Driver Protocol

6.1 Sharing Content:

Drivers are aimed to cite the official channel of WERX Championship in their 
channels to share easily the content related to this events and future events. 
It is not mandatory but the organisers thanks you.

6.2 Web Registration:

To complete the registration it is MANDATORY to register on the WERC 
website www.wrcesports.com, following the steps and filling out the form in all 
fields. Follow the specific website section instructions to sign-up.

Table 8: Driver Licence and penalties

Action Points deducted

Dangerous manoeuvres 1-5
Leaving the lobby with no reason 5

Cutting corners and running off track limits 1-10

Causing a collision 1-10

Deliberate crash into a wall 10 + 1 qualifying ban

Losing 20 points Race ban
Deliberate crash into other driver 25 + championship ban
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